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S f =S im +S co +Scr , (1)




S im =S f , Sco =S cr =0。 (2)
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dS t/dt ≥0 ,
dS t/d(lnt)≥0 , (3)





S t/dt 2 ≤0。 (4)
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2S t
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S t =S f (t/ Teop)
b +c
(t/ Teop)b +a +c , (6)
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? t =0? 　　　　S t =S0 =S f ca +c ,
? t =T eop? 　　　S t =ST
eop
=S f 1 +c1 +a +c ,
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S im =S0 =S f ca +c ,
Sco =ST
eop
-S0 =S f a(1 +a +c)(a +c),
Scr =S ∞-ST
eop
=S f a1+a +c 。
(8)

















= abS f(t/T eop)b[(t/ Teop)b +(a +c)] t2













? t <Teop(a +c)1/ b ? , d
2S t
d(lnt)2 >0 ,
? t =Teop(a +c)1/b ? , d
2S t
d(lnt)2 =0 ,





?? t =Teop(a +c)1/b ?????。
?????????????????????
? ,????????????? ,????????
???? T eop ,??:t =Teop(a +c)1/ b =T eop ,??
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????????? 1 ～ 5??。
? 1　532B32(10)?????-??????
Fig.1　 s— lg t curve of the sample 532B32(10)
? 2　520ME211?????-??????
Fig.1　 s— lg t curve of the sample 520ME211
? 3　520ME214?????-??????
Fig.3　 s— lg t curve of the sample 520ME214
? 4　519B08 ?????-??????
Fig.4　 s— lg t curve of the sample 519B08
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???????? ,?? 6 ～ 9????????
? S f =100 , T eop =10 , a =0.5 , b =0.5 , c =0.5。
?? 6?? , a ??????????????
? , a ?? ,?????? 。
? 6　?? a ???
Fig.6　Effect of parameter a
? 7　?? b ???
Fig.7　Effect of parameter b
? 8　?? c???
Fig.8　Effect of parameter c
? 9　?? T eop???
Fig.9　Effect of parameter Teop
　　??7?? , b????????????? , b
?? ,???????。
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